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With the acceleration of development and utilization in the marine pace, the
demand of using underwater channel for transmitting information is increasing in
our country. The sea and its boundary form an extremely complex media space
for sound propagation, and underwater acoustic communication is the only form
of transmistting underwater remote information, with its technical features and
unique advantages, and its important application value increasing in the national
defense and security, marine resources exploration and marine stereo monitoring
reflect.
Firstly, this paper discuss and research the system critical theory, and we
introduce the image quality evaluation algorithm including Full-Reference, Half-
Reference, No-Reference algorithm,designe and implemente a number of
objective evaluation algorithms. Secondly we study the source-channel coding
technology, focusing on the SPECK coding algorithm and discuss channel source
coding to enhance the performance of underwater acoustic communication.
Thirdly,the basic characteristics of the underwater acoustic firstly, and discuss the
channel transmission characteristics of underwater acoustic communication
performance, then introduce the underwater acoustic channel models, such as
multi-path deterministic model, BELLHOP model, etc., and analyze its theoretical
principle and characteristics, and propose an improved algorithm in time-varaint
characteristics of the models.
The characteristics of this paper is that we make a conversion of the platform
customization and module simplification of the traditional underwater acoustic
image system to the system integration and function extension gradually, and the
focus of the study is that serious underwater acoustic channel random multipath
interference, through the analysis, simulation and experimental establishing an













evaluation system of based on image.
We use the underwater acoustic image transmission and evaluation system
based LabVIEW, through a large number of simulation and pool experiments,
according to the different needs, using different modulation standards, the source
channel coding algorithms, interleaving algorithms, scrambling algorithms,
synchronization algorithms, through different underwater acoustic channel models
and real water environments, the final image evaluation by a variety of algorithms
to establish deterioration of image material library for further algorithm validation
and updating underwater acoustic channel model materials and data supports,  it
has a certain academic and application value.
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